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Edward Ruscha, 1964. Gelatin-silver print, 16 x 24 inches.
© Dennis Hopper, Courtesy of The Hopper Art Trust.

“Boss of the Bay”: short words and alliterative rhythm, plain speech wrapped in a
certain enigma ( In charge of a bay? How?), lend the phrase the ring that Ed Ruscha
might well have deployed in a painting, drawing, or print over the course of his
career. He never did, but in 1961 emblazoned BOSS (see checklist P1961.05) across
one of his first large word paintings and combined it twice with ACE, RADIO, and
HONK to create two of his earliest multiword pictures (figs. 1, 2).
With its three syllables, RADIO seems the odd one out in this brief lexicon,
but it may offer a key to the presence of the others. Boss of the Bay in 1961 was the
self-awarded title and rhyming promotional catch phrase for radio station KYA in
San Francisco, which since 1958 had been honing the Top-40 rock-and-pop format
that would soon spread to every market in the country. A group of KYA veterans went
on to promote the concept under the brand name Boss Radio, most prominently at
station KHJ in Los Angeles, which had taken over the youth market by 1965. But those
developments came later; in 1961 Ruscha might have made the link between “radio”
and “boss” via exposure to the AM dial in San Francisco or just through his own
intuition that the word belonged to the vocabulary of fast-paced radio patter and
pithy self-promotion—in which case he was prescient indeed.
Isolated as a single term, “boss” hovers between noun and adjective, that
move between parts of speech effecting a transition from common language to
specialized slang signifying something superlatively good, admirable, or impressive. The latter use of the Dutch-derived word is surprisingly old, recorded as early
as 1880, but it was enjoying renewed currency for young Californians during the
early 1960s in the argot of both surfing and hot-rod racing, charismatic activities and
style exemplars for adolescents far and wide.1 Hence the appeal of Boss Radio as a
sign of solidarity embraced by audiences and consequently by radio advertisers.
Neither ACE nor HONK seem distant from the uses and sound qualities of
BOSS, the former having likewise migrated from noun (the highest card or a service
winner in tennis) to adjective (also meaning top of the line, excellent). A KYA disc
jockey, Bob Mitchell, introduced the Miracles’ single “What’s So Good About Goodbye” with “Brand new … the Ace of the Week … by the Miracles … Dig it!”2 To honk is
to sound a car horn, with connotations of exuberance, self-advertisement, and speed,
from within the automobile interior-as-theater, in which the nonstop, high-impact

stimuli of the new Top-40 format—jingles, air checks, ads, shout-outs, games, news
flashes, records as short as two minutes—played themselves out. Not far-fetched
would be the connection to the “honking” tenor saxophones so frequent in the
uptempo rhythm and blues of the period or in novelty instrumentals by bands like
Johnny and the Hurricanes. Such a soundtrack would have accompanied Ruscha’s
regular cross-country journeys between Los Angeles and Oklahoma City, road trips
that yielded his first, ground-breaking photographic book, Twentysix Gasoline Stations,
published in 1962.
*

*

*

The radio motif forces the question: how do you make a visual representation
of something that has no visual aspect? In between the sound emanating from the
speakers and the attention of the listener, however, lies the letter, in particular the call
letters by which radio stations were identified: three- or four-letter sequences that
began, by agreed convention, with W east of the Mississippi and K west of it. On his
car trips along Route 66, Ruscha doubtless spent time listening to his hometown rock
station in Oklahoma City, KOMA, which benefited from the plains topography and
upper-atmospheric conditions to extend its nighttime signal over ten states or more.
That signal was an invisible thing to be held in mind by that abstract lexical tag
(which could only have amused him by its being the homonym of “coma”).
To listen was to absorb sequences of letters spelled out over and over in
every station ID and promo; they lodged themselves in one’s consciousness as
concrete punctuations in the static-infused AM aural stream. These station identifiers
thereby acquired an extra substance that letters subsumed in an ordinary word
would not possess—as Ruscha implied in the originating, lowercase Ace (fig. 3)
by inscribing its place and date in printed pencil across the top (“E. RUSCHA PARIS
AUG. 1961”) and later adding across the bottom a cursive dedication “To Bob
Rauschenberg from Ed Ruscha.” The breezy American superlative was one of the
motifs that appeared before him as he worked assiduously over two months in a
Paris hotel: “I painted some little pictures of, sort of impasto oil painting on paper
that I soaked in linseed oil, so that they looked semi-translucent, except where the
paint is. They were paintings of words.”3 Both inscriptions on Ace underline the

Ed Ruscha, Twentysix Gasoline Stations, 1962 (detail; Union, Needles, California ).
Artist’s book: offset printing on paper, closed: 71⁄8 x 51⁄2 x 1⁄4 inches.

American attachments Ruscha had brought with him, as against the edifice of European civilization, which left him largely indifferent.4 During this same stay, he had
been able to see Rauschenberg’s Combines at the Daniel Cordier Gallery, the latter
experience affirming, as his dedication acknowledges, this attachment to his native
vernacular: “That was the only art to me. The Europeans weren’t doing anything.”
Rehearsing his American logos and catchphrases in such circumstances of
heightened cultural contrast perhaps rendered them distinctive and compelling in
ways that might have been less evident in Los Angeles. Ruscha has called them
“the earliest of what I consider my work after I got to be a serious artist.”
They indeed provided him with a usable vocabulary: from the single words emerge
the two larger four-word compositions of 1961, pendant works that surround the fiveletter RADIO with terse three- and four-letter combinations that could be catchy
station IDs in hypothetical countries. He then subjects each sequence to formal
operations that exceed the literal denotation of radio, using four different serif
typefaces, ACE in lonely italic, their distinctions (and conventional incompatibility)
familiar to him via his experience as a graphic designer. In one, he runs through the
tonal scale from light gray to black; in the other, the black ACE and brown BOSS
bookend a more willful choice of blue and yellow-gold, in the vein of school colors,
against a brushy backdrop of middle gray.
following pages: Ed Ruscha, Studio notebook entry, 1962.

further, unexpected letter into the painting. The accurately depicted clamp, like an
illustration from a tool supply catalogue, shouts “actual size,” as it reveals the orange
letters to be made of some ostensibly malleable material. But equally to the point is
the fact that it is a C-clamp, its namesake letter parasitically making the nonsensical
BOScS out of BOSS, deflating the boastful overtones of the word and perhaps marking its having congealed into a commercialized cliché.
It has become commonplace to annex Ruscha to a long tradition of poets
and theorists preoccupied with the materiality of language, and well he belongs in
such distinguished company. But Yve-Alain Bois, learned exponent of this approach,
recognizes at the same time that these early works deploy a typography that is
“louder” than what came immediately after.5 Well they might carry that sound signature in that they echo the spoken word—and a heavily amplified spoken word at that
—far more than they retrace inert typography on a page.
Ed Ruscha, Standard Station, 1966. Color screenprint on commercial buff paper, 255⁄8 x 40 inches.

*
In each he engages in a subtle play of overlapping and juxtaposition in his
letterforms, but goes a step further by making the rows of letters stand upright in an
implied space, within which each fencelike row recedes behind the one before.
His initial experiments had largely relied on impasto to render letters as spatially
substantial in shallow relief, as he put it, “pushing a glob of paint up and making its
own realistic dividing line, making the edge of the subject with the paint.” Here, however, the paint stays mostly flat on the paper while the words assert themselves as
more than just lexical signs via tricks of perspective. Not surprisingly, perhaps, given
that Ruscha would make the stand-up, quasi-architectural insignia of Standard Oil,
Twentieth-Century Fox, and the Hollywood Sign into definitive personal motifs, but
there was little that was familiar about the device when he first introduced it in 1961,
as deployed in the titular words of the present exhibition. And subsequent iterations
of these words draw the viewer in as witness to the trial run that would lead to monumental scale as his artistic project evolved.
Ruscha’s 1964 return to BOSS, painted across the larger canvas of Securing
the Last Letter (Boss) (fig. 10), finds another way to suspend that radio trademark of
the period in a state between the literal and the figurative—and to introduce a

*

*
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Boss, 1961
Oil on canvas
711⁄8 x 671⁄8 inches
The Eli and Edythe L. Broad Collection
P1961.05

Honk, 1961–62
Oil on canvas
711⁄2 x 67 inches
Private collection
P1962.02 (fig. 8)

Heavy Industry, 1962
Oil and pencil on canvas
67 x 715⁄8 inches
The Broad Art Foundation
P1962.08
Penciled outlines of the words “Ace Radio Honk Boss”
in the same composition as D1961.60 and D1961.61
are partially visible in the unpainted, lettered
areas of the painting.

Securing the Last Letter (Boss), 1964
Oil on canvas
59 x 55 inches
Emily Fisher Landau, AMART, LLC
P1964.13 (fig. 10)

Ace, 1962
Oil on canvas
713⁄8 x 663⁄4 inches
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego
P1962.01

Radio, 1962
Oil on canvas
72 x 67 inches
Collection Mr. and Mrs. George Couch III
P1962.03

Ace, 1962–63
Oil on canvas
72 x 67 inches
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Smithsonian Institution
P1963.10

Not Only Securing the Last Letter,
But Damaging It As Well (Boss), 1964
Oil on canvas
59 x 55 inches
Museum Brandhorst, Munich
P1964.14

Each entry is accompanied by its catalogue raisonné number.
The letter indicates the classification, either painting or drawing;
followed by the year of completion and the archive sequence number.
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Hurting the Word Radio #1, 1964
Oil on canvas
591⁄8 x 551⁄8 inches
The Menil Collection, Houston
P1964.15

Ace, 2000
Acrylic on canvas
64 x 76 inches
Private collection
P2000.30

Ace, 1961
Oil on paper
71⁄4 x 83⁄4 inches
Private collection, Chicago
D1961.40 (fig. 3)

Honk, 1962
Acrylic on paper
11 x 14 inches
Artist Rooms, Tate and
The National Galleries of Scotland
D1962.08

Hurting the Word Radio #2, 1964
Oil on canvas
59 x 55 inches
Collection Joan and Jack Quinn, Beverly Hills
P1964.16

Ace, 2001
Acrylic on canvas
42 x 90 inches
Private collection
P2001.39

Ace Radio Honk Boss [#1], 1961
Oil, tempera, and pencil on paper
15 5⁄8 x 20 inches
Private collection
D1961.60 (fig. 1)

Ace [#1], 1962
Tempera and charcoal on paper
103⁄4 x 143⁄8 inches
Private collection, New York
D1962.11

Ace Radio Honk Boss [#2], 1961
Tempera and pencil on paper
15 5⁄8 x 201⁄8 inches
Collection of Marsha and Jeffrey Perelman
D1961.61 (fig. 2)

Ace [#2], 1962
India ink on paper
14 x 131⁄2 inches
Private collection
D1962.12 (fig. 4)

Boss, 1979
Oil on linen
20 x 24 inches
Private collection
P1979.01

Ace [#3], 1962
India ink on paper
103⁄4 x 143⁄8 inches
Private collection
D1962.13 (fig. 5)

Radio [#1], 1963
Oil and ink on paper
145⁄8 x 123⁄4 inches
Susan and Larry Marx, Aspen
(Courtesy of Neal Meltzer Fine Art, New York)
D1963.33 (fig. 6)

Radio [#3], 1963
Ink on paper
13 x 10 7⁄8 inches
Jason Blum
D1963.40 (fig. 7)

Honk, 1970
Gunpowder on paper
111⁄2 x 29 inches
Delaware Art Museum, Wilmington
D1970.26

Radio on Blue, 1962
Pencil and acrylic on paper
93⁄8 x 103⁄4 inches
The National Galleries of Scotland
D1962.14

Radio [#2], 1963
Oil and ink on board
143⁄4 x 12 inches
Private collection
D1963.34

Honk [#1], 1964
Graphite on paper
141⁄2 x 23 inches
Whereabouts unknown
D1964.01

Ace, 1990
Dry pigment and acrylic on paper
20 x 30 inches
Private collection, Chicago
D1990.34

Honk (Cracker Jack), 1962
Oil, ink, and pencil on paper mounted on board
153⁄4 x 161⁄4 inches
The Broad Art Foundation
D1962.16

Radio in Red, 1963
Ink and tempera on paper
14 x 111⁄4 inches
Private collection, Los Angeles
D1963.35

Honk [#2], 1964
Graphite on paper
131⁄4 x 211⁄2 inches
Collection of Donald B. Marron, NY
D1964.02 (fig. 9)

Ace, 2004
Dry pigment and ink on paper
12 x 9 inches
Private collection
D2004.06
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